Abstract. This article concerns the positive semidefinite matrices M+(G) with zero entries in prescribed locations; that is, matrices with given sparsity graph G. The 
A graph G is called a k-superblock when it is a k-block that does not properly contain another k-block. (In this paper "( is contained in G" always means Y() c V(G) and E() c E(G).) In terms of matrices, this means that as soon as you allow some of the zero entries prescribed by G to be nonzero there are no extremals of rank k anymore. It is true (see [AHMR] ) that any k-block (or any order k graph, for that matter) contains a k-superblock. However, to obtain all k-blocks assuming one knows how to characterize k-superblocks still requires work.
The following theorem gives necessary conditions for a sparsity pattern to be a k-superblock. THEOREM 0.1. Let G be a k-superblock. Then the following are true:
(i) #E(G) 1 / 2 (k + 2)(k-1);
(ii) G contains no Kp,q, p + q > k + 1;
(iii) For all il,...,im 6 V(G) with 1 <_ m < k we have that (0.1) #((i,j) e E(G) i or j e {il,...,im}} 1 m(2k + 1 m) <1 (k + 2)(k 1) 1 (k m + 2)(k m 1)
Conversely, when k 1, 2, 3, or 4 these conditions imply that G is a k-superblock.
Here Kp,q denotes the bipartite graph described by V(Kp,q) {1,... ,p -F q}, E(Kp,q) ((i,j) 1 <_ i <_ p, p 4-1 <_ j <_ p -F q}.
The necessary conditions (i) and (ii) were established earlier in [AHMR] . Condition (iii) is implied by (i) and (ii) when k 1, 2, 3 but not when k _> 4. For k-1, 2, 3 the k-superblocks were described earlier in [AHMR] , and indeed they are precisely the graphs which satisfy the necessary conditions in Theorem 0.1. For k 4 this is also true (as stated in Theorem 0.1). This follows from the description of 4-superblocks given in the next theorem, which is the second main result in this paper. THEOREM 0.2. Let G be a graph with nine edges. The We shall point out in the end of 1 what remains to be done in order to prove this speculation. We used our Mathematica program to check some likely candidates for counterexamples (with k 5 and 6), but so far we have been unsuccessful (partly because the program is very slow when k is large).
1. Making extremals in M+ (G) . From [AHMR] one can deduce the following recipe for making all extremals in M+ (G) of rank k.
Let G be a graph, and let k <_ #V(G). ( Step I) ( Step II)
Find an assignment f: V(a)= {1,..., n}
Check if all M M T E ]kxk satisfying (1.1) (Mr(i) , f(j)) O, (i,j) e E(G) (Step III) are multipliers of the k x k identity matrix Ik.
Step I holds is called an orthogonal representation of G. Such representations were introduced and studied independently in [LSS] and [AHMR] (for quite different reasons). Put and
That is to say, if 1 / 2 j (j-1) < p < 1 / 2 (j + 1)j then column p in has on the p-1 / 2 j (j-1) row the entry -f(ij+l) and on the (j+l) row the entry f(ip-j(_)/2) (j 1,..., k-l).
Note that W is of size k #E(G) and of size k 1 / 2 k(k-1). 
Now it follows from the quoted result before the proof that (ii) holds. It remains to prove (iii). First note that if the recipe works for f, it also works for an orthogonal representation f with the property that Ill(i)-f(i)ll is small enough. Indeed, such a perturbation will not destroy the invertibility of a (k2-1) (k2-1) invertible submatrix of [W, ] . Since the graph does not contain any Kp,q's, p / q > k + 1, we know from [LSS] that in any neighborhood of f we can find an orthogonal representation ] that has the property that_ any set of k representing vectors are linearly independent (in the terms of [LSS] : f is in general position). Thus without loss of generality we may assume that f has the latter property. Choose now il,..., ira E V(G), m < k, arbitrary. Then f(il),..., f(ira) are linearly independent. Choosing the i,..., ira as the first m vertices in il,... ,ik,ik+,it} we can set up the matrix W and as before. Recall from [LSS] Proof. Suppose such a set Y exists. Choose 0 w e Rk such that (w, f(v)) 0 for any v V. It is easy to check that M:--ww T satisfies (1.1).
In order to prove the only i.:part, let f be an orthogonal representation in general position (such an f exists: Theorem 1.1 in [LSS] ). Also let M ww T with w 0 satisfy (1.1). Then for all edges (i,j) e E(G) l(J)) 0, thus w is orthogonal to one of the endpoints of each edge in G. Since w can be orthogonal to at most k-1 linearly independent vectors we obtain the proposition above. D
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose (i)-(iv) hold. We have to prove that order G _> k. Let f: V(G) --Rk be in general position and faithful (existence is assured by Theorem 1.1 and (the proof of) Corollary 1.4 in [LSS] ). Lemma 2.4 yields, because G satisfies (iv) , that either the set of symmetric matrices M satisfying (1.1) is span {Ik} or has an element of rank 1. Since G satisfies condition (iii) 
is an orthogonal representation in general position of the remaining graph. Since (v) holds, this is impossible by Theorem 1.1 in [LSS] . As before, a symmetric M satisfying For the proof of (ii) (iii) we determine the _<c-minimal elements in the set of graphs described under (ii) in Theorem 0.1, i.e., is the set of graphs with nine edges that are not a collapse of one of the three graphs under (ii). The result is given in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. The <_c-minimal elements in q are the graphs Gi, i 1 with three other edges. In case (1) these three other edges do not form a subgraph K1,3; otherwise G _<c 3 K1,3, which contradicts G E {5. Here 3 gl,3 denotes the graph on the right-hand side of (2.2). But then G must be disconnected. This yields that we can identify one of the vertices in a connected component of G not containing u with u and obtain a graph in G that is _<c-smaller than G. For the second possibility (2), the reasoning is similar.
Suppose that by identifying u and v we create a graph that is <_c-smaller than 3 K1,3. Since G has no vertices of degree 4, G must, in this case, have vertices of degree <_ 2 besides u and v. But then u may be identified with one of these other vertices Here G27 is the only possibility.
This proves Proposition 3.1.
This concludes the proof of (ii) (iii). To prove (iii) (i) we need to show that for the graphs G1-G28 we can find a rank-4 extremal in M+(G). Then Proposition 2.2 yields that all graphs under (iii) have a rank-4 extremal. The graphs G, G2, G9, G20, G2, G22, G24, G27, and G28 have a vertex of degree 3 that is not adjacent to two other vertices of degree 3. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1 (i)-(iv), the order of these graphs is > 4. But then, since the numbers of edges is smaller than 14 we obtain that the order is at most 4, giving equality. The graph G26 has as its complement the graph K3,4. Consequently, G26 has order 4, by Theorem 6.1 in [HPR] . The graphs G23 and G28 are recognized to have order > 4 by Theorem 2.1 using (i)-(iii) and (v).
The remaining graphs G3-Gls and G25 are dealt with by "brute force." A program using Mathematica (using integer arithmetic) produced for us the following rank-4 extremals in M+(G) for G in G3-Gls, G25. 
